
Island Stone Introduces Lava Glass Mosaic Tiles
Durable fused glass tiles feature iridescent, undulating surface that plays with light in the water
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A paradoxically cool glass tile line, Island Stone’s 
Lava Glass mosaics incorporate iridescent and 
undulating surfaces that play with light in water.  
The shimmery, wetscapes look is sensual and 
inviting, ideal for pools, showers, and other water 
and water-adjacent applications. The fused glass 
tile features durable back paint applied at over 
1,025 degrees Fahrenheit, giving the tiles a brilliant, 
pearlescent color spanning the light and dark tones 
of each across a single mosaic.

“Lava Glass tiles give the illusion of glimmering 
water, that unmistakable aesthetic of sunlight and 
motion reflecting and echoing across its rippling 
surface,” said Nigel Eaton, CEO for Island Stone. 
“The effect is sensual and transportive, naturally 
evoking the relaxed feel we experience in and 
around the water.”

Developed by glass tile experts, Lava Glass is 
highly durable, meeting or exceeding all industry 
requirements for use in exterior freeze-thaw 
environments and submerged applications  
found in ANSI A137.2 

The tiles come in six colors—Burning Ice, Cool 
Tropics, Deep Flow, Hazy Wave, Liquid Rock,  
and Solid Ash—evoking the blues and greens of 
island waters. Lava Glass Mosaic Tile
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Available mosaics include 1" x 1" straight set and 1" x 2" offset, along 
with corresponding 1" x 2" V-cap trim. The tiles are suitable for 
interior walls, kitchen backsplashes, fireplace walls (not in firebox), 
shower walls, exterior walls, and pools, spas, and water features. 

“ Lava Glass tiles 
give the illusion of 
glimmering water, 
that unmistakable 
aesthetic of sunlight 
and motion reflecting 
and echoing across 
its rippling surface.” 
—NIGEL EATON, CEO OF ISLAND STONE

about island stone 
Island Stone has its origins in Indonesia, 

where company founders were inspired by 

the nation’s handicraft industry and natural 

stones to create the flagship Perfect Pebble 

Tile. The company’s original mosaics 

diversified into other natural mosaics, using 

exotic stones. Anchored in wanderlust 

for exploration, culture, and design, the 

company continues to evolve its creative use 

of natural and timeless materials, sourcing 

from distinct locales around the globe and 

featuring a range of natural stone tiles and 

mosaics, glass tiles and mosaics, as well 

as natural stone wall tiles and timber wall 

panels and cladding. For more information 

visit IslandStone.com or call 1-800-371-

0001. Follow Island Stone on Instagram 

for the latest updates.

###

Lava Glass 1" x 1"  
Offset in Cool Tropics

Lava Glass 1" x 2"  
Offset in Deep Flow

Lava Glass 1" x 1"  
Straight Set in Liquid Rock

Lava Glass 1" x 2"  
Straight Set in Burning Ice

Lava Glass 1" x 1"  
Straight Set in Hazy Wave

Lava Glass 1" x 2"  
Offset in Solid Ash
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